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Shisha Cafes in Dubai Fined for Allowing
Children and Pregnant Women to Enter
More than 100 shisha
cafes have been fined for
flouting rules that state
that shisha should not be
smoked in front of children and pregnant women.
The fines to 109 cafes
were issued in June by
the Public Health and
Safety Department at Dubai Municipality as part of
an ongoing campaign that
saw 289 premises inspected in that month.
Engineer Marwan Al Mohammed, director of the
department, said: "The
municipality has set specific

requirements and urges
shisha cafes to abide by
them as violations will
incur fines ranging from
Dh20,000 to Dh60,000
and the permit [to sell shisha] will be rescinded and
it could lead to the closing
down of the establishment, with the cooperation of the Department of
Economic Development.

The June inspections also
saw warnings issued to
28 cafes and 78 permits
for smoking areas were
approved, reported Aletihad, The National’s Arabic sister paper. The value of fines
issued amounted to
Dh885,000 in total.
newsdesk@thenational.ae

"Cafes serving shisha
without a permit will face
fines ranging from
Dh5,000 to Dh15,000 and
the [trade] licence will be
revoked."

Seek Expert Advise
Al Mubasheri is one of the
finest providers of legal
services in the country
with the ultimate goal of
offering exceptional support thru the prospect of
exploring all available and
inventive approaches in
aiming for success in legal
dealings and transactions
where clients’ best inter-

ests are on top priority.
High-caliber lawyers and
legal consultants who are
well-accomplished in their
fields of practice coupled
with versatility in client collaborations are the main asset of this law firm.
Establishing solid linkages to
clients from initial contact

until the end of the contract is
of high value in our firm. We
take pride in providing efficient, quality services and
legal solutions in all the aspects of a business start-up
and are humbled by the trust
and confidence our clients
has bequeathed thus far.

